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Successes of FCC-ee Physics workshop 

-1- All top level conveners are nominated and engaged!   
                     congratulations to Patrick  and to the conveners!   
 

-2- Software effort is underway  
                    big thanks to Benedikt Hegner et al! 
 

-3- Nice participation by e+e- Linear collider colleagues  
            part of FCC-ee mandate. We all agree that the next machine should be an e+e- collider.  
                 (Thanks to Simon, Wilson, Sailer, Mele, Heinemeyer, Grojean, Brient, Haddad, etc...) 
                    We re-invented the wheel (circle) but we do not need to re-invent the electron!   
 
-4- Complementarity with hadron machine is not just words  
                    ttH coupling  is a good example  
 
-5- Reaching out to dark matter, BAU and neutrinos   
                    invisible widths, direct search for rare Z,H, W ... decays   
   
-6- We are discovering the immense potential offered by the high luminosity e+e-   
       Z,W,H,t factory  



“New” In-Situ Beam Energy Method 
2 

e+ e-  m +m-(g) 

 

Use muon momenta.  

Measure E1 + E2 + |p12| as an 

estimator of s 

(no assumption that m12  mZ) 
 

with J. Sekaric 

ILC detector momentum resolution 

(0.15%), gives beam energy to better than 

5 ppm statistical. Momentum scale to 10 

ppm => 0.8 MeV beam energy error 

projected on mW  (J/psi) 

Beam Energy Uncertainty should be controlled for s <= 500 GeV 

GWW 

preliminary 



Some comments 
 

• Many people have been working on a future 

linear collider for a long time. I would like to see 

a high energy e+e- collider in our not too distant 

future. 

• Let’s make sure that there is at least one such e+e- 

machine and work towards actually realizing it 

and making it the best scientific facility. 
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Graham Wilson, «the slide he did not show...»  
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Aim to improve these by factor 10-20 

(Giudice) 
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Workshop! Searching for Right-Handed neutrinos in Z decays    

Shaposhnikov,  Very Very Preliminary 
1012 Z 

How many times more Z’s needed to close the window?50?  
Crab waist  x10 and run 5 years.  
 
Also this may allow to measure H ee ??? 

NB: if that heavy neutrino 
is really there, we will 
want to study it to see if it 
violates CP! 



parameter LEP2 FCC-ee CepC 

Z Z (c.w.) W H t H 

Ebeam [GeV] 104 45 45 80 120 175 120 

circumference [km] 26.7 100 100 100 100 100 54 

current [mA] 3.0 1450 1431 152 30 6.6 16.6 

PSR,tot  [MW] 22 100 100 100 100 100 100 

no. bunches 4 16700 29791 4490 1360 98 50 

Nb [1011] 4.2 1.8 1.0 0.7 0.46 1.4 3.7 

ex [nm] 22 29 0.14 3.3 0.94 2 6.8 

ey [pm] 250 60 1 1 2 2 20 

b*
x [m] 1.2 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.8 

b*
y [mm] 50 1 1 1 1 1 1.2 

s*
y [nm] 3500 250 32 130 44 45 160 

sz,SR  [mm] 11.5 1.64 2.7 1.01 0.81 1.16 2.3 

sz,tot [mm] (w beamstr.) 11.5 2.56 5.9 1.49 1.17 1.49 2.7 

hourglass factor Fhg 0.99 0.64 0.94 0.79 0.80 0.73 0.61 

L/IP [1034 cm-2s-1] 0.01 28 212 12 6 1.7 1.8 

tbeam [min] 300 287 39 72 30 23 40 
WOW! Just what we need! 
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Luminosity comes at a cost -- still needs to be measured! 
MDI essential. Needs to understand eachother, not just set contraints.   
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NOW we have a lot to do!  
 
-- prepare nice talks for ICHEP and other places 
     -- speakers and posters:  
            please send around talks  and posters  for comments no later than  
                                          Thursday 26 June (one week before)  
                                               
     -- need 2 physics speakers for HF2014 (8-11 Oct.’14 in Beijing)   
        and a few other conferences.  Dont be shy, volunteer.  
 
-- Get working groups working, first identify issues and needed tools  
          
-- Prepare first report for Q1 2015.       
 
-- IP region design issues need to be identified and understood   
                    (we saw a lot this morning) 
            -- work for now is to list issues comprehensively  
            -- dont jump on solutions! 
       
 -- This is a FANTASTIC machine, but lots of new things to do.   
              Form technical and institutional collaboration !      
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Forming the collaboration: 
 
This goes further than a mailing list!  
We have mission from the FCC study director to collect expressions of interest,  
agree on FCC-ee workpackage of interest and prepare MOUs 
 
WHY? This allows  
1. to structure the study and help cover the whole WBS structure.  
 
2. to have access to CERN, access card, computing resources etc. etc.  
    like any member of a CERN approved experiment  
 
3. to prepare funding requests for  
   -- PhD students, post-docs etc..   
   -- travel 
   -- others such as detector prototype project etc...  
   within an official CERN approved activity and with CERN support! 
 

4. to be represented in the Institutional Board  
 
Small and large institutes are welcome. Who signs is country-dependent 
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 Invitation to institutes to join collaboration 
 Aiming at expressions of interest by end May 2014 to form 

nucleus of collaboration by September 2014  
 Enlargement of the study preparation team 
 First international collaboration board meeting:          

            9-10 September at CERN 
 

Establish an international collaboration 

         March    April    May      June     July     August   September 2014 
   

kick-off 
event 

expressions of interest (EOI) proposed 1st 
ICB meeting discussions iterations 



Collaboration based on general MoU and specific addenda: 

         FCC MoU 
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Next VIDYO meeting: 
 
28 July 2014 15:00    
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Next FCC-ee Physics Workshop  
27-29 October 2014 in Paris 
Roy Aleksan and Sandrine Laplace, organizers. 
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Will include  
parallel discussion  
afternoon  
(28 October)  

collaboration meeting in January: volunteers? 
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Thank you all for the wonderful  
   FCC-ee  physics workshop! 

Right on target! 

We have a  
GeV-counter 

We also need a  
Zpm-counter  
(in log scale) 

for the next meeting 
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